
PMA Minutes/Action Items from July 26 

Anyone who would like to add content or edit 

please do so under the verbiage and in a 

different colour.  

Thank you.  

 

Define The verbiage for P.M.A 

 Private was a word we must have, Membership refers to Admiralty Law however 

the legal systems accepts it  

Membership may be dropped to members 

A = Association which sounds loose and weak but again it is recognized by the 

legal system 

A= Assembly also recognized by the legal system 

A= Alliance is a strong word not sure if its recognized.  

 

Action item = We need to define the name and verbiage, we have purposed 

Lawful PMA with various chapters placed throughout Canada such as Edmonton 

Lawful PMA or Calgary Lawful PMA, Whitecourt Lawful PMA etc.  

Thoughts? 

 

What is the best method to address trust issues, how do we make everything 

transparent, should we have a centralized and digitized website.  

If website used perhaps, we can all use a nickname and then the last 4 numbers of 

your members card official i.d 



This way if a security breached no one knows our names but us.  

Thoughts? 

 

Do we the members become the beneficiary of the Trust? I believe we do.  

 

Who is made the Trustee(s) and why do we choose this man or woman for the 

role, criminal background check, 5 references, professional credentials? 

 

Thoughts? 

 

Do we all agree on using autographs and not signatures? 

 

Do we agree to use a members agreement instead of legalese contracts? 

Thoughts? 

 

Promote and educate our members using the tools and documents currently 

available such as Stan’s and Lawrences manuals, templates, who else has such 

tools to implement? 

 

Add a greater explanation to the 10 commandments as well as adding the 10 

Guiding Principals of Turtle.  

Can Stan add the 10 commandments as he has explained them? 

 

Who do we add to the Tribunal? Why? 



Thoughts? do we recognize each other, bumper stickers, tee shirts, apparel, 

symbols, Red Dog had one symbol he liked, and we discussed a Aquarian Symbol 

and Dr. Nagasee also had a suggestion? 

 

Do we have a graphic computer man or woman who can help with this initiative? 

 

Do we begin a design a design on our own money-Silver coin/Gold coin? 

Size/weight? Verbiage?  

Do we have a designer for this? Someone mentioned a particular company who 

Poipos was working with.  

 

Do we develop our own Calendar, pics, symbols, lunar cycle based on the 13 

months 28-day situation?  

Who is a Designer or Service provider? 

 

When and how best to get rid of our birth certificate? 

We can replace with Claim to live life. 

(Can arrange a call on this with Darrin from Calgary – he teachs and provides a 

service for exactly this) 

 

Thoughts on how best to handle security. 

 

Do we use Azmith? Can Azmith provide all documents such as agreements, 

guiding principals, Trusts agreement and Trustee identities 

Thoughts?  

 



ICould Credits explanation? Process of exchange, which exchange do we use? 

 

How Can Bee-linked and OCD provide an Ecosystem and centralized private 

platform for the PMA and Metal Card Member Card with NFC. Wherever we set 

up shop on which platform how do we handle security what should be included 

what shouldn’t be included? 

Thoughts?  

 

What Bank/credit union do we use for our day to day transactions? 

Ex. RBC lets PMAs do business through them 

 

Does Everyone need to do an intake form and have an invite to be accepted? 

 

Once accepted into the PMA, is everyone ok with taking an Oath to the PMA? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 


